Careers at
The Lantau Goup

We are a specialist economic consultancy
focusing on the Asia Pacific energy industry.
The energy sector is changing rapidly and
nowhere is that both more evident and more
important than in the Asia Pacific region.

		
We
				work across the
		
spectrum from market
		
research to policy analysis,
from commercial due diligence
to indepth modelling, from the gas
and power markets to renewables,
new technologies and beyond.
We work with some of the biggest
names across the region: from Oman to
Japan, and from China to New Zealand.
“The working environment is
what makes me really happy.
Employees are encouraged to
quickly grow through working
with intelligent and experienced
colleagues on diverse projects.”
Miaosu Li, Analyst, Shanghai

Collaborative
teams help
people grow
and develop
new skills
quickly.
At TLG everyone
contributes from
day one.

“I love the positive work culture. Senior staff
are always willing to provide me with learning
opportunities; always making themselves
available regardless of rank and position. We
all respect and cooperate with each to achieve
a better result.” Tina Cui, Analyst, Seoul

We have offices
throughout the region.

“In the post-Covid world, the Asia-Pacific energy sector has reaffirmed itself as one of the
most dynamic, exciting, and fastest-growing markets globally. As the pre-eminent strategy
and economic advisory firm serving the Asia Pacific energy sector, TLG offers engaging,
challenging, and rewarding careers for dedicated individuals with
an interest in regulatory economics, transaction advisory, data
analytics and modelling, strategy, and much more.”
Chris Starling, Partner, Bangkok (opening soon)

Develop Your
Career at TLG

We are looking for smart, capable, selfstarting, problem solvers who want to work
in a diverse, dynamic, supportive, but not
overly structured environment.
We pride ourselves on the diversity and
dynamism of our company. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

“Since joining TLG, I have been exposed to
a variety of new ideas, markets, and skills.
It is rewarding to know that from day one
you are contributing in a meaningful way to
projects that really do matter.”
Tom Wilson, Analyst, Melbourne

“What makes me most excited about
working in TLG is that you are constantly
learning new things and gaining new
skills.”

Our team is diverse but all
share outstanding writing,
analytical and quantitative skills
in addition to an interest in
energy economics, public policy,
and the challenge of solving
business-critical problems. Our
core attributes include:
•

Strong logical problemsolving skills;

•

Creativity, practicality and
common sense;

•

An ability to achieve top
performance and maintain
good humour under
pressure;

•

A fundamental interest
in consulting as a career
choice; and

•

Fluency in written and
spoken English.

Xiaoran Liu, Consultant, Hong Kong

“TLG has offered a real diversity of
experiences, allowing me to develop
a broad consulting skillset while also
pursuing my emerging interests in
specific disciplines and geographies.”
Sam Winward, Senior Manager, Singapore

“Working at TLG is truly a rewarding
experience. Whether it’s the breadth
of topics we work on, diverse expertise
of people, or encouraging teamwork
environment, there are always immense
opportunities for learning.”
Elizabeth Zhu, Analyst, Singapore

“To me, it is important that TLG is the kind of
place I can imagine wanting to work when I was
starting out. One of the most rewarding feelings
in the world is helping our rising talent develop
into successful consultants and potential future
partners.”
Mike Thomas, Partner, Hong Kong

In addition, everyone at TLG is
united in the highest standards
of personal integrity.
Interested in joining us?
Email: careers@lantaugroup.com

www.lantaugroup.com

